Overlapped residual coal pillars, together with the surrounding rock strata, play a combined bearing role in ultra-close multiple seam mining. Global stability of the whole bearing system is significant for the mining design, construction, and operation. Laboratory uniaxial compressive experiments for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens are carried out to investigate the progressive failure characteristics and mechanisms. Results show that: (1) The mechanical behavior of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen is mainly divided into four stages during the failure process. The response of the electrical resistivity and the evolution of acoustic emission (AE) energy are in good agreement with the mechanical behaviors at different stages, which are a reflection of the global failure characteristics of sandwiched specimens. (2) The distribution of AE events and the development of local strain can provide further insight into the local failure characteristics of coal elements or rock elements in sandwiched specimens. AE events are more likely to be generated in coal elements, which can propagate across coal-rock interfaces and induce damage to rock elements in a certain area. Similarly, the unbalanced deformation characteristics of coal elements and rock elements are apparently revealed in the progressive failure process. (3) Progressive failure of a sandwiched coal-rock specimen is closely associated with the interactions between the coal elements and rock elements. Initial failure usually appears in the coal elements. At this process, the recovery of elastic deformation and the output of strain energy are observed in the rock elements, which can accelerate the rupture of coal elements. In turn, the dynamic fracture energy generated in the rupture process of coal elements can propagate into rock elements and induce damage to rock elements a certain area. (4) The experimental results are helpful for maintaining the long-term stability of a sandwiched coal-rock system in ultra-close multiple seam mining.
Introduction
Abandoned coal mines are widely distributed in China [1] . Several residual coal pillars are arranged and left permanently in abandoned coal mines to support the weight of overburdened strata [2] . Dynamic failure of residual coal pillars in abandoned coal mines is usually powerful, characteristics of the rock-coal specimen, coal-rock specimen, and the rock-coal-rock specimen offer a deeper insight into the occurrence mechanisms of dynamic disasters in single seam mining. However, it is difficult to use the obtained results to directly guide the safety of ultra-close multiple seam mining.
Generally, ultra-close multiple seam mining is widely conducted in China [18] and other famous coal-mining countries [19, 20] . Various multi-seam mining configurations are defined based on the mining methods at the upper and lower levels. Multi-seam pillar mining is one of the main configurations in practice [21] . In this situation, the overlapped residual coal pillars are designed at different mining levels [22] . The roof strata, upper pillar, interburden strata, lower pillar, and the floor strata, shown in Figure 1 , form a whole bearing system in the underground space. That is, different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock systems exist in ultra-close multiple seam mining. It includes not only the C-R, R-C, and R-C-R sandwiched system, but also the R-C-R-C-R sandwiched system. The safety of ultra-close multiple seam mining is closely associated with the stability of the sandwiched coal-rock system. (C-R-Coal pillar and floor strata system; R-C-Roof strata and coal pillar system; R-C-R-Roof strata, coal pillar, and floor strata system; R-C-R-C-R-Roof strata, upper coal pillar, interburden, lower coal pillar, and floor strata system) With the coupled effects of environmental weathering, mining-induced stress, and other unfavorable factors, catastrophic collapse of sandwiched coal-rock systems in ultra-close multiple seam mining may be induced [23] . A famous collapsing case, which occurred in the Shigetai coal mine of China, was described by Zhu et al [24] . The roof strata-upper pillar-interburden-lower pillar-floor strata system simultaneously collapsed, which induced an abnormal response of strata behaviors. Therefore, further observations about the sandwiched coal-rock system are necessary to provide thorough insights into the progressive failure characteristics and mechanisms. They are significant for revealing the occurrence mechanism of dynamic disasters in ultra-close multiple seam mining.
In this study, the description of the sandwiched coal-rock system is first presented. Four groups of uniaxial compression tests are designed and conducted for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens (C-R, R-C, R-C-R, and R-C-R-C-R). The mechanical behaviors, electrical resistivity responses, acoustic emission features, and local strain evolutions are observed simultaneously during the loading process to reveal the progressive failure characteristics of the sandwiched coal-rock system. Furthermore, the progressive failure mechanism of the sandwiched coal-rock system is investigated.
Description of the Sandwiched Coal-Rock System
The sandwiched coal-rock system is proposed to reveal the interactions between coal pillars and the surrounding strata in ultra-close multiple seam mining. It consisted of multiple coal (C-R-Coal pillar and floor strata system; R-C-Roof strata and coal pillar system; R-C-R-Roof strata, coal pillar, and floor strata system; R-C-R-C-R-Roof strata, upper coal pillar, interburden, lower coal pillar, and floor strata system).
With the coupled effects of environmental weathering, mining-induced stress, and other unfavorable factors, catastrophic collapse of sandwiched coal-rock systems in ultra-close multiple seam mining may be induced [23] . A famous collapsing case, which occurred in the Shigetai coal mine of China, was described by Zhu et al [24] . The roof strata-upper pillar-interburden-lower pillar-floor strata system simultaneously collapsed, which induced an abnormal response of strata behaviors. Therefore, further observations about the sandwiched coal-rock system are necessary to provide thorough insights into the progressive failure characteristics and mechanisms. They are significant for revealing the occurrence mechanism of dynamic disasters in ultra-close multiple seam mining.
The sandwiched coal-rock system is proposed to reveal the interactions between coal pillars and the surrounding strata in ultra-close multiple seam mining. It consisted of multiple coal elements and Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 1195 4 of 25 rock elements. In this section, the experimental coal element, rock element, and sandwiched coal-rock specimen are introduced in detail.
Coal Element and Rock Element
The testing elements were taken from massive coal and rock blocks in Datong coal basins, Shanxi Province, China. Coal blocks were selected from the No.9 and No.10 coal seams. Rock blocks were obtained from the roof strata, floor strata, and the interburden strata. The lithology was sandstone. To maintain the original state as much as possible, the natural coal and rock blocks were wrapped with plastic film before the preparation of the testing elements. Three different sizes of cylindrical coal and rock elements were mainly prepared for the uniaxial compression tests. The diameter of all the testing elements was 50 mm. The heights of the testing elements were 20mm, 33.33 mm, and 50 mm, respectively. The ratios of the height to the diameter for the testing elements were 0.4, 0.67, and 1, respectively.
According to the methods suggested by the International Society for Rock Mechanics [25] , the coal and rock elements were firstly cored along the same orientation to maintain homogeneity. No visible cracks and damages were distributed on the surface of the testing elements. Then, the elements were shaped and polished carefully to satisfy the standards of flatness, verticality, and parallelism. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the experimental coal and rock elements with different heights. For further details of the sizes, coal and rock elements with a height of 25 mm and 100 mm are also presented in Figure 2 .
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According to the methods suggested by the International Society for Rock Mechanics [25] , the coal and rock elements were firstly cored along the same orientation to maintain homogeneity. No visible cracks and damages were distributed on the surface of the testing elements. Then, the elements were shaped and polished carefully to satisfy the standards of flatness, verticality, and parallelism. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the experimental coal and rock elements with different After the preparation of the testing elements, a series of tests was performed to obtain the basic physical and mechanical parameters. As presented in Table 1 , the relevant parameters of the experimental elements were determined averagely from three series of tests. The strength of the rock element (H=100 mm) was 21.7 MPa, while it was 10.4 MPa for the coal element (H=100 mm). After the preparation of the testing elements, a series of tests was performed to obtain the basic physical and mechanical parameters. As presented in Table 1 , the relevant parameters of the experimental elements were determined averagely from three series of tests. The strength of the rock element (H = 100 mm) was 21.7 MPa, while it was 10.4 MPa for the coal element (H = 100 mm). 
Sandwiched Coal-Rock Specimen
A standard sandwiched coal-rock specimen was designed and prepared in this study to perform the uniaxial compressive tests. It was composited together by overlapping the coal elements and rock elements. The number of coal elements and rock elements was m and n, respectively. The total number of the coal elements and rock elements was m + n in the sandwiched specimen.
The diameter of the cylindrical sandwiched coal-rock specimen was 50 mm, in which the height of the coal elements and rock elements was designed to be same. Special super glue was selected as the adhesive material to prepare the sandwiched coal-rock specimen [15] . The thickness of the adhesive material between the interface of the coal element and rock element was very small. Therefore, the height of the cylindrical sandwiched coal-rock specimen was approximately 100 mm. The ratio of the height to the diameter for the sandwiched coal-rock specimen was 2. Before conducting the uniaxial compressive experiments, the prepared sandwiched coal-rock specimens were stored in an incubator with a constant temperature and humidity. As shown in Figure 3 , four groups of sandwiched coal-rock specimens were prepared in this uniaxial compressive test, which are described in detail as follows:
(1) The sandwiched coal-rock specimen comprising of an upper coal element (H = 50 mm) and a lower rock element (H = 50 m) was designed to represent the pillar-floor system (Figure 3a) , which was termed as C-R. The total number of coal elements and rock elements in the C-R specimen was m + n = 2.
(2) The sandwiched coal-rock specimen comprising of an upper rock element (H = 50 mm) and a lower coal element (H = 50 m) was designed to represent the roof-pillar system (Figure 3b ), which was named R-C. The total number of coal elements and rock elements in the R-C specimen was m + n = 2.
(3) The sandwiched coal-rock specimen comprising of an upper rock element (H = 33.33 mm), a interburden coal element (H = 33.3 mm), and a lower rock element (H = 33.33 m) was designed to reveal the roof-pillar-floor system (Figure 3c ), which was defined as R-C-R. The total number of coal elements and rock elements in the R-C-R specimen was m + n = 3.
(4) The sandwiched coal-rock specimen comprising of three rock elements (H = 20 mm) and two coal elements (H = 20 m) were designed to express the roof-upper pillar-interburden-lower pillar-floor system in ultra-close multiple seam mining (Figure 3d ), which was described as R-C-R-C-R. The total number of coal elements and rock elements in the R-C-R-C-R specimen was m + n = 5.
(2) The sandwiched coal-rock specimen comprising of an upper rock element (H = 50 mm) and a lower coal element (H = 50 m) was designed to represent the roof-pillar system (Figure 3b) , which was named R-C. The total number of coal elements and rock elements in the R-C specimen was m + n = 2.
(4) The sandwiched coal-rock specimen comprising of three rock elements (H = 20 mm) and two coal elements (H = 20 m) were designed to express the roof-upper pillar-interburden-lower pillar-floor system in ultra-close multiple seam mining (Figure 3d ), which was described as R-C-R-C-R. The total number of coal elements and rock elements in the R-C-R-C-R specimen was m + n = 5. At least three testing samples were composited and prepared for each group of sandwiched coal-rock specimens. The basic physical parameters and composition forms of the experimental sandwiched coal-rock specimens are shown in Table 2 . 
Experimental Methods
The mechanical behaviors, electrical resistivity responses, acoustic emission features, and local strain evolutions of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens were designed to be monitored. The related experimental methods in this study mainly included the experimental system and procedures.
Experimental System
The experimental system is shown in Figure 4 , which mainly includes the uniaxial loading system, electrical resistance testing system, AE monitoring system, and strain testing system. During the failure process of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens, the mechanical behaviors, electrical resistivity responses, AE features, and local strain evolutions were monitored simultaneously by this experimental system.
Uniaxial Loading System
An electro-hydraulic testing machine servo-controlled by a microcomputer was applied to conduct the uniaxial compression experiment in this study. It was composed of a control system, a loading system, and an automatic data acquisition system. The maximum loading capacity was 1000 kN. As shown in Figure 4 , two rigid steel loading plates were placed between the loading frame and experimental sandwiched coal-rock specimen. The displacement loading mode was adopted with a strain rate of 0.002 mm/s in the present study. Moreover, the load and deformation of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen was monitored continuously over the whole loading process. 
Electrical Resistance Testing System
Electrical resistivity is one of the inherent physical parameters that defines the resistance characteristics of a testing specimen [26] . The electrical resistivity at different loading stages could reveal the failure characteristics of a coal/rock specimen. It is significant for predicting the collapse of dynamic disasters. In the current experiments, sandwiched coal-rock specimens as a whole were viewed as an electrical resistance body.
Generally, the electrical resistivity of a single coal/rock body is determined [27] by Equation (1):
where ρ is the electrical resistivity of a single coal/rock body (Ω·m); R is the electrical resistance of a single coal/rock body (Ω); S is the effective cross-sectional area of a single coal/rock body (m 2 ); H is the height of a single coal/rock body (m); and r is the radius of a single coal/rock body (m).
Meanwhile, the electrical resistivity is usually regarded as being equal for coal/rock elements with the same diameter and height [28] . Therefore, the electrical resistivity of a sandwiched coal-rock specimen can be calculated by the following equation:
where ρh is the electrical resistivity of a sandwiched coal-rock specimen (Ω·m); Rh is the electrical resistance of a sandwiched coal-rock specimen (Ω); Sh is the effective cross-sectional area of a sandwiched coal-rock specimen (m 2 ); Hh is the height of a sandwiched coal-rock specimen (m); Rc is the electrical resistance of the coal element (Ω); Rr is the electrical resistance of the rock element (Ω); Hc is the height of the coal element (m); Hr is the height of the rock element (m); m is the number of coal elements in the sandwiched coal-rock specimen; n is the number of rock elements in the sandwiched coal-rock specimen; and r is the diameter of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen (m).
To measure the electrical resistance of sandwiched coal-rock specimens, a two-electrode insulation resistance testing system was adopted in this experimental system. It was mainly composed of resistance testing holders, copper electrodes, insulation boards, a data acquisition instrument, and an analysis software. As shown in Figure 4 , copper electrodes were fixed 
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To measure the electrical resistance of sandwiched coal-rock specimens, a two-electrode insulation resistance testing system was adopted in this experimental system. It was mainly composed of resistance testing holders, copper electrodes, insulation boards, a data acquisition instrument, and an analysis software. As shown in Figure 4 , copper electrodes were fixed symmetrically at the upper and lower ends of the sandwiched coal-rock system. They were sandwiched between the insulation boards and the testing coal-rock specimen. Resistance testing holders were connected with the upper and lower copper electrodes, which were also linked with the data acquisition instrument. The measuring deviation was within 1%. The maximum testing resistance was 10 12 Ω and the data acquisition frequency was 5 Hz.
AE Monitoring System
An 8-channel AE monitoring system was utilized to capture the real-time evolution of AE energy and the spatial location of AE events. As shown in Figures 4 and 5 , it consisted of AE sensors, AE pre-amplifiers, an AE data acquisition instrument, and an AE analysis software.
the data acquisition instrument. The measuring deviation was within 1%. The maximum testing resistance was 10 12 Ω and the data acquisition frequency was 5 Hz.
An 8-channel AE monitoring system was utilized to capture the real-time evolution of AE energy and the spatial location of AE events. As shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , it consisted of AE sensors, AE pre-amplifiers, an AE data acquisition instrument, and an AE analysis software.
In this experiment, four cylindrical AE sensors with a diameter of 18 mm were mounted slightly on the surface of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen with tape to acquire the AE signals and parameters. According to the method suggested by International Society for Rock Mechanics for laboratory AE monitoring [28] , the arrangement position of AE sensors was shown in Figure 5 . The linking line of sensor 1 and sensor 2 was vertical mutually to that of sensor 3 and sensor 4. To enhance the connections and improve signal transmission, silicon grease was applied as the coupling agent between the AE sensors and the sandwiched coal-rock specimen. The data acquisition frequency and amplitude threshold were set at values of 2.5 MHz and 40 dB, respectively. 
Strain Testing System
Although only local deformation can be measured by strain gauge rosettes due to space limitations, they are still able to reflect the failure characteristics of a sandwiched coal-rock specimen under compressive loading [29] . A strain testing system was applied throughout the experiments to reveal the local strain characteristics of sandwiched coal-rock specimens. It consisted of a data acquisition system, bi-channel strain gauge rosettes, lead wires, and data analysis software. In the uniaxial experiments, each bi-channel strain gauge rosette was composed of a horizontal strain gauge and a longitudinal strain gauge. The size of the strain gauge was 10 mm in length and 2.5 mm in width. The sensitivity was 10 −6 ε. Prior to the experiment, one pair of strain gauge rosettes was attached by silastic glue at the central position of each coal and rock element. During the failure process, the axial and lateral strains of each coal/rock element were observed continuously.
Experimental Procedures
The procedures of the uniaxial compression test are described in the following steps: (1) The coal and rock elements with different size were prepared firstly. (2) The coal and rock elements were In this experiment, four cylindrical AE sensors with a diameter of 18 mm were mounted slightly on the surface of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen with tape to acquire the AE signals and parameters. According to the method suggested by International Society for Rock Mechanics for laboratory AE monitoring [28] , the arrangement position of AE sensors was shown in Figure 5 . The linking line of sensor 1 and sensor 2 was vertical mutually to that of sensor 3 and sensor 4. To enhance the connections and improve signal transmission, silicon grease was applied as the coupling agent between the AE sensors and the sandwiched coal-rock specimen. The data acquisition frequency and amplitude threshold were set at values of 2.5 MHz and 40 dB, respectively.
Strain Testing System
Experimental Procedures
The procedures of the uniaxial compression test are described in the following steps: (1) The coal and rock elements with different size were prepared firstly. (2) The coal and rock elements were Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 1195 9 of 25 composited to form the standard sandwiched coal-rock specimen. (3) The AE sensors, preamplifiers, data acquisition instrument, and analysis software were connected. The AE sensors together with silicon grease were attached slightly on the surface of the polished sandwiched coal-rock specimen. (4) The resistance testing holders, data acquisition instrument, and analysis software were subsequently linked. The insulation board and copper electrode were positioned successively in the center of the lower loading plate. (5) The data acquisition system, strain gauge rosettes, and lead wires were linked. Afterwards, the strain gauge rosettes were fixed by silastic glue on the surface of each coal and rock element. (6) The test sandwiched coal-rock specimen with AE sensors and strain gauge rosettes was put on the surface of the lower copper electrode. The upper copper electrode and insulation board were placed on the top surface of the sandwiched coal-rock system. (7) Then, the upper loading plate was moved downwards to slightly touch the upper insulation board. Additionally, resistance testing holders were linked with the upper and lower copper electrodes. (8) The uniaxial loading system, resistance testing system, AE monitoring system, and strain testing system were turned on simultaneously to collect the stress-strain curve, electrical resistance data, AE parameters, and local strains until the overall failure of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen.
Experimental Results
In this section, the experimental results for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens are presented. The mechanical behaviors, AE features, electrical resistivity responses, and local strain evolution are analyzed in detail to reveal the progressive failure characteristics.
Mechanical Behaviors
During the whole loading process, the stress-time relations for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens are shown by the dark curves in Figure 6 . According to the bearing characteristics, the overall tendency of the mechanical behaviors was basically similar. It can be divided into four stages. Stage I was the nonlinear growth stage of the bearing capacity. Stage II was the linear growth stage of the bearing capacity. Stage III was the yielding growth stage of the bearing capacity. Stage IV was the weakening stage of the bearing capacity. A thorough description of the mechanical behaviors is presented as follows (see Figure 6 ):
(1) The axial stress of C-R, R-C, R-C-R, and R-C-R-C-R grew during stage I in an up-concaved form (see Figure 6a-d) . Original pores and cracks inside the testing specimen, especially in the coal elements, were enclosed gradually with the rising stress. The compaction deformation was dominant at stage I. As a result, the nonlinear growth of the bearing capacity was presented for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens.
(2) As presented in Figure 6 , the bearing stress of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen increased linearly during stage II. The sandwiched coal-rock specimens mainly experienced elastic deformation. The duration of stage II was approximately 460 s, 440 s, 300 s, and 360 s for C-R, R-C, R-C-R, and R-C-R-C-R, respectively.
(3) For different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens, the bearing capacity began to depart from the linear growth. As shown in Figure 6 , weakening growth of the bearing stress was monitored for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens. It indicated the arrival of the yielding growth stage. Plastic deformation was dominant at stage III. It was noted that a little stress fluctuation was observed for C-R and R-C-R-C-R (see Figure 6a,d) . However, the overall yielding growth of the bearing load was not influenced. Stage III proceeded until the appearance of peak stress. It was the arrival of the limit bearing capacity for sandwiched coal-rock specimens. As shown in Figure 6a ,b, the peak stress was 26.24 MPa and 27.88 MPa, respectively. Apparently, the limit bearing capacity for C-R and R-C was almost equivalent in value. The limit bearing stress of R-C-R, shown in Figure 6c , was approximately 17.15 MPa. It was 12.98 MPa for R-C-R-C-R, as shown in Figure 6d . Figure 6 . Developments of the axial stress, AE energy, accumulated AE energy, and resistivity for a sandwiched coal-rock system at different loading times. a C-R; b R-C; c R-C-R; d R-C-R-C-R.
(4) After the peak stress, the bearing load of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens tended to decrease as a whole. At the initial period of stage IV, the weakening rate of the bearing capacity was relatively small. Subsequently, a large drop of the bearing stress occurred within a short time. It (4) After the peak stress, the bearing load of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens tended to decrease as a whole. At the initial period of stage IV, the weakening rate of the bearing capacity was relatively small. Subsequently, a large drop of the bearing stress occurred within a short time. It indicated that the sandwiched coal-rock specimens experienced intense damage. The continuity and integrity were seriously destructed. It was worth noting that stage IV for C-R, R-C-R, and R-C-R-C-R was relatively longer than that of R-C. The bearing stress of R-C specimen declined within a very short time during stage IV, which could be explained by the earlier instability of the coal element at the lower position. The bearing capacity of R-C was lost sharply as soon as the coal element failed.
Electrical Resistivity Responses
Real-time electrical resistance for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens was monitored throughout the unaxial compressive experiments. Then, the electrical resistivity was calculated based on Equation (1). The green curves in Figure 6 represent the response of the electrical resistivity for C-R, R-C, R-C-R, and R-C-R-C-R, respectively.
Before loading, the initial electrical resistivity for C-R, R-C, R-C-R, and R-C-R-C-R was 1.67 MΩ·m, 1.67 MΩ·m, 1.42 MΩ·m, and 1.55 MΩ·m, respectively. With the development of compaction deformation, the electrical resistivity of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens decreased gradually although a slight fluctuation was observed during stage I (see Figure 6 ). The enclosure of natural micro-pores and cracks could explain this phenomenon, which resulted in the generation of new electrical channels [10] . Under the coupled effects of the original and newborn electrical channels, the overall conductive capability of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens was improved.
At stage II, the declining tendency of the electrical resistivity continued to be monitored for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens. However, the declining rate weakened gradually. It indicated that the conductive channels in the defective areas were damaged locally during the elastic deformation process.
The electrical resistivity of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens was maintained at a relatively small value during stage III. An overall decreasing tendency was shown along with the yielding growth of the bearing capacity. A remarkable increase of the electrical resistivity appeared at the end of stage III when the peak bearing stress was captured. This was attributed to the generation of macro-cracks, which further induce serious damage to the electrical conductive channels.
When the axial stress evolved into stage IV, the electrical resistivity of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens seemed to be chaotic due to the uncertainty of crack propagation and the diversity of the failure mode. As presented in Figure 6a , sudden drops and growth of the electrical resistivity were captured at stage IV for C-R. A general increasing tendency of the electrical resistivity is shown in Figure 6b ,c for R-C and R-C-R. As shown in Figure 6d , the electrical resistivity for R-C-R-C-R declined initially with some fluctuations, while it tended to grow at the end of stage IV.
AE Characteristics
AE features are not only described by the evolution of AE energy quantitatively [30] , but are also revealed by the distribution of AE events qualitatively [31] . The red and blue curves in Figure 6 represent the AE energy and accumulative AE energy of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens at different loading times. The AE events distributions are also shown in Figures 7-10 for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens during the loading process. The letters shown in Figures 7-10 correspond to the purple markers and time slices sown in Figure 6 . The 3D distribution of the accumulated AE events inside the R-C specimen at different loading times is presented in Figure 8 . As a whole, AE events in Figure8 a-d started to generate both on the coal element (0-50 mm) and the rock element(50-100 mm) at stage I. This was attributed to the closure of natural pores and cracks inside the specimen. With the increase of the loading time, a more rapid increase of AE events was monitored inside the coal element. The distribution space of AE events also expanded progressively inside the coal element. As shown in Figure 8e -h, primary AE events were located at the height of 0-50 mm (coal element) during the elastic deformation stage. The total number of AE events inside the rock element also increased. However, the growth rate was obviously less than that in the coal element. At stage III, a drastic increase of AE events was observed inside the coal element, which quickly distributed throughout the whole coal element (see Figure 8h and Figure 8i ). This is evidence of the exacerbated damage inside the coal element. Moreover, the micro-damage at this stage propagated across the interface between the rock element and the coal element. Many AE events were also found at the bottom corner of the rock element. After the peak stress in Figure 8j , the AE events maintained the increasing tendency inside the R-C specimen. The growth rate was fast at the height of 0-50 mm, while it was relatively weak at the height of 50-100 mm. It should be noted that dense AE events at stage IV were still scattered inside the coal element. Only rare AE events were distributed at the local areas of the rock element. For the R-C-R specimen, the 3D distribution of AE events during the compressive process is displayed in Figure 9 . The AE events first appeared at the height of 33.33-66.67mm. As shown in Figure 9a to Figure 9c, they were almost located inside the coal element during stage I. No AE events were captured inside the upper and lower rock elements. At stage II, the number of AE events was mainly accumulated inside the coal element, as shown in Figure 9d to Figure 9h . The distribution space also propagated gradually at the height of 33.33-66.67 mm. At this stage, a few AE events also appeared near the top and bottom coal-rock interfaces. This demonstrates that the micro-damage that stemmed from the coal element had interconnected and spread into the rock element. Afterwards, AE events increased continuously at a height of 33.33-66.67 mm, as shown in Figure 9i and Figure 9j . The coal element experienced the most damage at the yielding stage. The distribution density of AE events inside the rock elements also gathered slightly at stage III. Ultimately, a weak increasing tendency of AE events inside the R-C-R specimen was presented at stage IV. This can be seen in Figure 9k to Figure 9n . Massive AE events were concentrated on the coal element. However, the damage was rarely scattered inside the rock element without the formation of a distinct nucleation belt.
The distribution of AE events in the R-C-R-C-R specimen during the loading process is revealed in Figure 10 . Apparently, the AE events first originated at a height of 20-40 mm at stage I (see Figure  10 a,b) . Then, sporadic AE events were captured at a height of 60-80 mm. At stage II, the AE events, as shown in Figure 10c -d, were dominantly gathered and generated inside the coal elements. A 
Local Strain Development
The local stain development for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens is presented in Figure 11a -11d. To gain a deeper understanding of the local strain, the time-stress curves of sandwiched specimens are also shown by the black curves. A positive value of local strain means the lateral strain measured by the longitudinal gauge, while a negative value of local strain means the axial strain measured by the horizontal gauge.
The local strain of the coal element (50-100 mm) and rock element (0-50mm) in the C-R specimen at different loading times is shown in Figure 11a . The axial strain of the coal element and rock element increased at stage I and II. As a whole, the growing rate of the coal element was more rapid than that of the rock element. It is obvious that the axial strain value of the rock element was smaller than that of the coal element. The lateral strain of the coal element was basically close to that of the rock element during the initial loading process. A significant difference between the lateral strains of the coal element and rock element gradually appeared at the later period of stage II. The lateral strain of the coal element was almost twice that of rock element at the end of stage II. When the axial stress yielded at stage III, the growth rate of the local strain was enhanced for the coal element. When the peak stress of the C-R specimen was observed, the axial strain of the coal element and rock element was -11.94 × 10 -3 and -3.34 × 10 -3 , respectively. The lateral strain of the coal element and rock element was +6.78 × 10 -3 and +2.98 × 10 -3 , respectively. At the beginning of stage IV, the axial strain of the coal element accelerated. Then, it tended to decrease from 800 s. The lateral strain of the 
Evolution of AE Energy
The overall evolution of the AE energy and accumulated AE energy for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens is presented in Figure 6 . Detailed descriptions of the AE energy and accumulated AE energy at different load times are as follows.
During stage I, the AE energy of the sandwiched coal-rock specimens was maintained at relatively small values with little fluctuation (see Figure 6 ). It was primarily released due to the closure effect of the initial pores and cracks. With the increase of loading time, the AE energy was accumulated slightly at a very slow rate.
The output of AE energy at stage II was mainly attributed to the generation and expanding of micro-cracks in the sandwiched coal-rock specimens. It was activated gradually along with the linear growth of the bearing capacity. Correspondingly, the accumulated AE energy also presented a gentle smooth rising tendency.
The AE behavior of sandwiched coal-rock specimens became more intense at stage III. Massive AE energies were released at this stage. It resulted in the fast growth of accumulated AE energy. The exacerbation of internal damage and the acceleration of the micro-cracks' expansion provides an explanation for this phenomenon. It is worth noting that the sudden growth of AE energy was observed along with stress drops in Figure 6a ,d. As soon as the appearance of the maximum bearing stress, peak AE energy was recorded. As presented in Figure 6 , the maximum values of AE energy for C-R, R-C, R-C-R, and R-C-R-C-R were approximately 35.45 × 10 4 mV·mS, 41.68 × 10 4 mV·mS, 25.31 × 10 4 mV·mS, and 36.74 × 10 4 mV·mS, respectively. The fastest growth rate of accumulated AE energy at this point was also captured for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens.
Due to the exacerbation of internal damage and the generation of macro-cracks, the release of AE energy for the sandwiched coal-rock specimens was still active during stage IV. However, it tended to be chaotic as a whole. As shown Figure 6 , the increasing tendency of accumulated AE energy was continuously monitored during stage IV.
Distribution of AE Events
AE energy reflects the global acoustic information about different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens. However, it cannot be applied to describe the local acoustic characteristics of coal elements and rock elements. To provide deeper insight into the progressive failure characteristics of sandwiched coal-rock specimens, the three-dimensional (3D) distribution of AE events was also investigated in detail. This reflects the spatial evolution of micro-cracks and internal damages inside the coal elements and rock elements at different heights [10] . Figure 7 shows the 3D distribution of accumulated AE events inside the C-R specimen during the loading process. Under the compaction effects at stage I (see Figure 7a ,c), earlier AE events appeared randomly on both the coal element (50-100 mm) and rock element (0-50 mm). The number of AE events inside the C-R specimen increased slightly during the elastic deformation process at stage II, which were mainly caused by the initiation and propagation of micro-cracks at the height of 50-100 mm. As shown Figure 7d -g, AE events were mostly inside the coal element. The distribution space of AE events in this area also expanded progressively from the top section to the bottom section. Furthermore, the number and density of AE events inside the coal element (50-100 mm) were apparently more than those in the rock element (0-50 mm). That is, the coal element in the C-R specimen primarily experienced the micro-damage at stage II due to its lower strength. In terms of the rock element in the C-R specimen, little internal damage appeared and AE events were random at this stage. It is worth noting that several AE events were spread across the interface of the coal element and rock element at the later period of stage II (see Figure 7g) . However, most of them were located at the left-top corner of the rock element. This indicates that local damage of the rock element was induced by the damage to the coal element. At stage III, the number of AE events in Figure 7h ,i grew significantly inside the C-R specimen. Corresponding to the intensive release of accumulated energy in Figure 6a , the AE events were almost distributed throughout the coal element. This indicates that the internal damage inside the coal element was exacerbated during stage III. Furthermore, the AE events scattered at the top corner of the rock element also increased in number. Both the distribution area and density were enlarged. When it turned into stage IV, the number of AE events inside the C-R sandwiched coal-rock specimen continued to grow (see Figure 7i ,j). This was attributed to the connection of macro-cracks, the formation of the sliding plane, and the dislocation of material particles. AE events inside the coal element were greater than those in the rock element. The distribution space of AE events in the rock element was still centralized near the top corner, which demonstrated the induced damage was not spread across the entire rock element at stage IV.
The 3D distribution of the accumulated AE events inside the R-C specimen at different loading times is presented in Figure 8 . As a whole, AE events in Figure 8a -d started to generate both on the coal element (0-50 mm) and the rock element (50-100 mm) at stage I. This was attributed to the closure of natural pores and cracks inside the specimen. With the increase of the loading time, a more rapid increase of AE events was monitored inside the coal element. The distribution space of AE events also expanded progressively inside the coal element. As shown in Figure 8e -h, primary AE events were located at the height of 0-50 mm (coal element) during the elastic deformation stage. The total number of AE events inside the rock element also increased. However, the growth rate was obviously less than that in the coal element. At stage III, a drastic increase of AE events was observed inside the coal element, which quickly distributed throughout the whole coal element (see Figure 8h,i) . This is evidence of the exacerbated damage inside the coal element. Moreover, the micro-damage at this stage propagated across the interface between the rock element and the coal element. Many AE events were also found at the bottom corner of the rock element. After the peak stress in Figure 8j , the AE events maintained the increasing tendency inside the R-C specimen. The growth rate was fast at the height of 0-50 mm, while it was relatively weak at the height of 50-100 mm. It should be noted that dense AE events at stage IV were still scattered inside the coal element. Only rare AE events were distributed at the local areas of the rock element.
For the R-C-R specimen, the 3D distribution of AE events during the compressive process is displayed in Figure 9 . The AE events first appeared at the height of 33.33-66.67mm. As shown in Figure 9a -c, they were almost located inside the coal element during stage I. No AE events were captured inside the upper and lower rock elements. At stage II, the number of AE events was mainly accumulated inside the coal element, as shown in Figure 9d -h. The distribution space also propagated gradually at the height of 33.33-66.67 mm. At this stage, a few AE events also appeared near the top and bottom coal-rock interfaces. This demonstrates that the micro-damage that stemmed from the coal element had interconnected and spread into the rock element. Afterwards, AE events increased continuously at a height of 33.33-66.67 mm, as shown in Figure 9i ,j. The coal element experienced the most damage at the yielding stage. The distribution density of AE events inside the rock elements also gathered slightly at stage III. Ultimately, a weak increasing tendency of AE events inside the R-C-R specimen was presented at stage IV. This can be seen in Figure 9k -n. Massive AE events were concentrated on the coal element. However, the damage was rarely scattered inside the rock element without the formation of a distinct nucleation belt.
The distribution of AE events in the R-C-R-C-R specimen during the loading process is revealed in Figure 10 . Apparently, the AE events first originated at a height of 20-40 mm at stage I (see Figure 10a,b) . Then, sporadic AE events were captured at a height of 60-80 mm. At stage II, the AE events, as shown in Figure 10c ,d, were dominantly gathered and generated inside the coal elements. A small amount of AE events also appeared randomly at a height of 40-60 mm, which indicates that the released damage energy spread to the rock element. Subsequently, the number of AE events at stage III not only gathered inside the coal elements, but also in the rock elements (see Figure 10e ,f). The growth rate in the coal elements was continuously greater than that in the rock elements. Consequently, the distribution area and density of AE events in the coal elements further thrived at stage IV. The concentration of AE events in the interburden rock element is shown in Figure 10g -j. This provides evidence that damage occurred to the rock element at a height of 40-60 mm.
Local Strain Development
The local stain development for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens is presented in Figure 11a -d. To gain a deeper understanding of the local strain, the time-stress curves of sandwiched specimens are also shown by the black curves. A positive value of local strain means the lateral strain measured by the longitudinal gauge, while a negative value of local strain means the axial strain measured by the horizontal gauge.
The local strain of the coal element (50-100 mm) and rock element (0-50 mm) in the C-R specimen at different loading times is shown in Figure 11a . The axial strain of the coal element and rock element increased at stage I and II. As a whole, the growing rate of the coal element was more rapid than that of the rock element. It is obvious that the axial strain value of the rock element was smaller than that of the coal element. The lateral strain of the coal element was basically close to that of the rock element during the initial loading process. A significant difference between the lateral strains of the coal element and rock element gradually appeared at the later period of stage II. The lateral strain of the coal element was almost twice that of rock element at the end of stage II. When the axial stress yielded at stage III, the growth rate of the local strain was enhanced for the coal element. When the peak stress of the C-R specimen was observed, the axial strain of the coal element and rock element was −11.94 × 10 −3 and −3.34 × 10 −3 , respectively. The lateral strain of the coal element and rock element was +6.78 × 10 −3 and +2.98 × 10 −3 , respectively. At the beginning of stage IV, the axial strain of the coal element accelerated. Then, it tended to decrease from 800 s. The lateral strain of the coal element increased apparently throughout stage IV. For the rock element, both the axial strain and lateral strain started to decrease after the peak stress. The declining rate was almost opposite to the growth rate at stage II and stage III. It suggested that the rock element caused a partial recovery of strain at stage IV, which was induced by the collapse of the coal element.
coal element increased apparently throughout stage IV. For the rock element, both the axial strain and lateral strain started to decrease after the peak stress. The declining rate was almost opposite to the growth rate at stage II and stage III. It suggested that the rock element caused a partial recovery of strain at stage IV, which was induced by the collapse of the coal element. A similar evolution tendency of the local strain was presented for the R-C sandwiched specimen, which is shown in Figure 11b . The axial strain of the coal element (0-50 mm) was always larger than that of the rock element (50-100 mm) from stage I to stage III. Continuous growth of the axial strain was observed on the coal element after peak stress. With the sudden decrease of the bearing stress, a sharp decrease of the axial strain also appeared on the coal element. When the axial stress evolved into stage IV, the axial strain of the rock element tended to decrease slightly. Moreover, the lateral strains of the coal element and rock element were nearly synchronous at stage I and the initial period of stage II. After, the coal element generated a larger lateral strain than the rock element. The growth of the lateral strain continued throughout stage III and stage IV for the coal element. A turning point of the lateral strain was captured on the rock element as soon as the appearance of the peak stress. Then, a recovery of the lateral strain appeared on the rock element.
For the R-C-R specimen, the axial strain of the coal element (33.33-66.67 mm) was obviously larger than that of the rock element (0-33.33 mm and 66.67-100 mm) from stage I to stage III (see Figure 11c ). The lateral strain of the coal element and rock elements was nearly coincident at stage I. The difference was gradually highlighted when the axial stress turned into stage II. The lateral strain of the coal element was significantly more than that of the rock elements at stage II and stage III. It should be noted that the local strain of the upper and lower rock elements was not consistent after A similar evolution tendency of the local strain was presented for the R-C sandwiched specimen, which is shown in Figure 11b . The axial strain of the coal element (0-50 mm) was always larger than that of the rock element (50-100 mm) from stage I to stage III. Continuous growth of the axial strain was observed on the coal element after peak stress. With the sudden decrease of the bearing stress, a sharp decrease of the axial strain also appeared on the coal element. When the axial stress evolved into stage IV, the axial strain of the rock element tended to decrease slightly. Moreover, the lateral strains of the coal element and rock element were nearly synchronous at stage I and the initial period of stage II. After, the coal element generated a larger lateral strain than the rock element. The growth of the lateral strain continued throughout stage III and stage IV for the coal element. A turning point of the lateral strain was captured on the rock element as soon as the appearance of the peak stress. Then, a recovery of the lateral strain appeared on the rock element.
For the R-C-R specimen, the axial strain of the coal element (33.33-66.67 mm) was obviously larger than that of the rock element (0-33.33 mm and 66.67-100 mm) from stage I to stage III (see Figure 11c) . The lateral strain of the coal element and rock elements was nearly coincident at stage I. The difference was gradually highlighted when the axial stress turned into stage II. The lateral strain of the coal element was significantly more than that of the rock elements at stage II and stage III. It should be noted that the local strain of the upper and lower rock elements was not consistent after stage II. It was attributed to the heterogeneity of the rock elements. The original defects in the different rock elements were not exactly same. At stage IV, the earlier decreasing of the local strain appeared slightly in the rock elements, which indicates the recovery of the local strain. At this moment, the local strain on the coal element was still increasing. When the loading time was about 725 s, there was a sudden decrease in the local strain for the coal elements. It predicted the rupture of the coal element. Ultimately, a little fluctuation of the local strain was apparent in the coal element. Figure 11d shows the local strain of the coal elements and rock elements at different heights in the R-C-R-C-R specimen. With the increase of the loading time, the local strains of the coal elements and rock elements presented a gradual increasing tendency from stage I to stage III. As shown in Figure 11d , the axial strain and lateral strain of the rock elements (0-20 mm, 40-60 mm, and 80-100 mm) were almost the same from stage I to stage III. Additionally, little differences were also observed for the coal element at the height of 20-40 mm and 60-80 mm. As a whole, the growth rate of the local strain on the coal elements was faster than that of the rock elements. Consequently, the local strains generated on the coal elements were also larger than those of the rock elements. After the peak stress of the R-C-R-C-R specimen, the rebounding of local strains was observed on the rock elements at the height of 0-20 mm and 80-100 mm. However, the rock element (40-60 mm) was an exception. The lateral strain was still increasing at stage IV. Although several chaotic jumps and drops were found, the overall growth of the axial strain was also presented for the rock element (40-60 mm) at stage IV. Coal elements at the height of 20-40 mm and 60-80 mm experienced further damage at stage IV. The growth of the lateral strain was maintained at stage IV. The axial strain of the coal elements was not stable as a whole. Initially, it increased gradually. With the sudden decrease of the bearing stress, a decrease of the axial strain for the coal elements (20-40 mm and 60-80 mm) successively appeared at 1100 s and 1250 s.
Based on the mechanical behaviors, electrical resistivity responses, AE characteristics, and local strain evolution, the failure characteristics for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens can be summarized as follows: (1) Four stages were observed during the progressive failure process of sandwiched coal-rock specimens, i.e., stage I: Nonlinear growth stage of the bearing capacity; stage II: Linear growth stage of the bearing capacity; stage III: Yielding growth stage of the bearing capacity; and stage IV: Weakening stage of the bearing capacity. (2) The response of the electrical resistivity and the evolution of AE energy were in good agreement with the mechanical behaviors at different stages, which could be used to reveal the global failure characteristics of sandwiched coal-rock specimens. The distribution of AE events and the development of local strain provide further insight into the local failure characteristics of coal or rock elements in the sandwiched specimens. (3) AE events generated earlier in coal elements, which expanded along with the increase of the loading time. Until the failure of sandwiched coal-rock specimens, almost all areas of coal elements were distributed with AE events. AE events also propagated across the coal-rock interfaces, thus local damage of rock elements was induced. For the C-R, R-C and R-C-R specimens, the AE events were distributed in the local areas of rock elements. For the R-C-R-C-R specimen, the upper and lower rock elements experienced local damage. However, the AE events were scattered throughout the whole interburden rock elements. (4) Local strain of coal elements and rock elements in the sandwiched specimen were not always coordinated during the whole failure process. Unbalanced deformation characteristics were apparently revealed. Compared with the rock element, the growth rate of the axial strain and lateral strain in the coal elements was much faster before the peak stress, which accelerated intense deformation of the coal elements. During the weakening stage of the bearing stress, the local strain of coal elements was continuously stable, while a certain recovery of the local strain was observed on the rock elements.
Discussions
A mechanical model of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen is established in this section. Moreover, the progressive failure mechanism of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen is also investigated according to the progressive failure characteristics.
Unbalanced Deformation Characteristics of Coal Elements and Rock Elements
During the loading process, the axial stress loaded on the coal elements and rock elements is same [2, 15] . Due to differences in the elastic modulus (E), a completely different deformation pattern is exhibited by the coal elements and rock elements in sandwiched specimens [14, 15] . In the present study, the elastic modulus of coal elements was less than that of rock elements. As a result, the axial strain of coal elements was more than that of rock elements.
Apparently, the unbalanced deformation characteristics of coal elements and rock elements are shown. The local strain of coal elements and rock elements from the laboratory experiments in Figure 11 can be illustrated by the above relationship. Therefore, the progressive failure mechanism of coal elements and rock elements in the sandwiched coal-rock system is significantly different, which is investigated deeply in the following section.
Progressive Failure Mechanism of the Sandwiched Coal-Rock System
In this section, the initial rupture mechanism of coal elements and the induced damage mechanism of rock elements is investigated in detail. Then, a comprehensive understanding of the progressive failure mechanism of sandwiched coal-rock system is provided.
Initial Rupture Mechanism of Coal Elements
Before the peak axial stress, the local strain of coal elements was much larger than that of rock elements. As a result, micro-cracks and micro-damage were more likely to emerge in the coal elements. Along with the growth of the bearing stress, a great amount of strain energy also accumulated in the coal elements, which was obviously more than that in the rock elements.
Due to the lower UCS, the ultimate bearing stress of coal elements was more easily reached. Softening behaviors were significantly exhibited in the coal elements after the peak stress [8] . The generation and connection of macro-cracks tended to be exacerbated. Progressive dissipation of strain energy stored in the coal elements was induced [32] . Then, the initial rupture of coal elements was observed. During the evolution process, a substantial elastic recovery of deformation was also monitored in the rock elements [33] . The release of the absorbed strain energy in the rock elements was promoted. It could transfer across the coal-rock interfaces and penetrate to the coal elements. Therefore, further rupture of the coal elements appeared due to the compensation of strain energy from the rock elements. That is, the recovery of elastic deformation in the rock elements exacerbated the rupture of the coal elements [10] . After, the structural failure of the coal elements occurred.
Induced Damage Mechanism of Rock Elements
Previous studies showed that coal elements are usually the main rupture damage elements, while rock elements are rarely damaged [14, 17] . This is because the UCS of rock elements in these literatures was significantly more than that of coal elements. In some cases, the UCS of rock elements was even three times more the strength of the coal elements [18] . The current research found that not only were the coal elements ruptured, but the rock elements were also damaged in the sandwiched coal-rock system. The following section explains the induced damage mechanism of rock elements in detail. Dynamic fracture energy was generated along with the development of macro-ruptures in the coal elements [34] . It could propagate from the coal elements into the rock elements within a short time. Then, a certain degree of damage appeared in the rock elements. Due to the higher UCS and E, the propagation speed of the dynamic fracture energy weakened gradually in the rock elements. Correspondingly, the damage degree at different heights of the rock elements was not same. The closer to the coal-rock interface, the more serious the damage was [35] . In contrast, the induced damage in the rock elements was relatively weak in the area far from the coal-rock interface. These associated descriptions could provide an explanation for the damage mechanism of rock elements in the sandwiched coal-rock system. It could also be illustrated by the distribution of AE events in Section 4.3.2.
It is worth noting that whether the rock element is completely damaged also depends on its own height [36] . When the maximum propagation distance of the dynamic fracture energy exceeded the height of the rock element, the damage was distributed throughout the rock elements. Contrarily, the damage was scattered just at the partial area of the rock elements.
For the C-R or R-C specimen, the height of the rock element (50 mm) was obviously more than the maximum propagation distance of the dynamic fracture energy. That is, the transferred dynamic fracture energy was not enough to destroy the entire rock element. The induced damage in the rock elements was mostly distributed near the coal-rock interface. As shown in Figures 7 and 8 , the damage in the rock element was gathered primarily at a height of 30-50 mm in the C-R specimen, while it was distributed mainly at a height of 50-70 mm in the R-C specimen.
For the R-C-R specimen, the dynamic fracture energy could not only spread into the upper rock element (66.67-100 mm), but could also propagate into the lower rock element (0-33.33 mm). The maximum propagation distance of the dynamic fracture energy was less than the height of the rock element (33.33 mm). Therefore, the damage of the rock elements was relatively small. The AE events in the rock elements were mainly distributed near the upper and lower coal-rock interfaces (see Figure 9 ).
For the R-C-R-C-R specimen, the dynamic fracture energy generated by the coal element (20-40 mm) expanded into the rock elements at the heights of 0-20 mm and 40-60 mm. The dynamic fracture energy generated by the coal element (60-80 mm) developed into the rock elements at the heights of 40-60 mm and 80-100 mm. That is, the interburden rock element (40-60 mm) received the dynamic fracture energy from the upper and lower coal elements. In this situation, the height of the sandwiched rock elements was just 20 mm. It was less than the total propagation distances of the upper and lower dynamic fracture energy. Therefore, the damage was distributed all over the interburden rock elements (40-60 mm). As shown in Figure 10 , massive AE events were also observed at the height of 40-60 mm in the R-C-R-R-R specimen. For rock elements at the heights of 0-20 mm and 80-100 mm, the received dynamic fracture energy was only generated from the adjacent coal element, which was relatively smaller in value. Therefore, the rock elements at the heights of 0-20 mm and 80-100 mm were not scattered fully within the induced damage. Correspondingly, the number of AE events in the upper and lower rock elements (0-20 mm and 80-100 mm) were obviously less than those in the interburden rock element (40-60 mm).
Progressive Failure Mechanism of the Sandwiched Coal-Rock System
The coal elements and rock elements played significant roles in maintaining the long-term stability of the sandwiched system. The progressive failure of the sandwiched coal-rock system was closely associated with the interactions between the coal elements and the rock elements (see Figure 12) .
Due to the lower UCS and E, the initial failure usually appeared in the coal elements. With the damage accumulation of coal elements, the recovery of the elastic deformation and the output of the strain energy were also observed in the rock elements. The released strain energy could accelerate the rupture of coal elements. In turn, a large amount of dynamic fracture energy was generated during the rupture process of coal elements, which could propagate into the rock elements. The induced damage then emerged in a certain area of the rock elements. Consequently, the sudden collapsing of sandwiched coal-rock system occurred. The coal elements and rock elements played significant roles in maintaining the long-term stability of the sandwiched system. The progressive failure of the sandwiched coal-rock system was closely associated with the interactions between the coal elements and the rock elements (see Figure  12) . 
Implications for Ultra-Close Multiple Seam Mining
The progressive failure characteristics of sandwiched coal-rock specimens are a reflection of the catastrophic collapse of the roof strata-upper pillar-interburden-lower pillar-floor strata system in the ultra-close multiple seam mining. The experimental results are helpful for predicting the long-term stability of overlapped residual coal pillars and the surrounding strata. Some valuable implications can be concluded from this study to guide the safety of ultra-close multiple seam mining, which are presented as follows:
(1) Coal pillars, possessing lower UCS and E values, are damaged much earlier in the sandwiched coal-rock systems. In ultra-close multiple seam mining, overlapped coal pillars should firstly be designed with a proper size to support overburdened strata. Furthermore, the stability of residual coal pillars gradually deteriorates due to the coupled effects of environmental weathering, mining-induced stress, and other unfavorable factors. Additional measures should also be implemented to maintain the long-term stability of residual coal pillars. Backfilling along the coal pillars is one of the potential methods [37] . The backfilling body can not only share the overburdened strata's weight with the coal pillars, but can also generate a lateral constraint for the coal pillars. Therefore, the backfilling method along the coal pillars is proposed to enhance the overall stability of the sandwiched coal-rock system in ultra-close multiple seam mining.
(2) Surrounding rock strata, with higher UCS and E values, can promote the failure of coal pillars. It provides a further explanation of the mechanisms of coal pillar rupture. In ultra-close multiple seam mining, the stored strain energy in the surrounding rock strata begin to be released when the bearing load of the coal pillar weakens. It can spread from the surrounding rock strata into the coal pillars and accelerate further rupturing of the coal pillars. The more the released strain energy, the more serious the damage to the coal pillar. Therefore, the strain energy of the surrounding rock strata should be eliminated or transferred with related measurements. The pre-cracking technique is an alternative technology to mitigate the propagation of stored strain energy in the surrounding rock strata [38] . Then, the failure of coal pillars can be delayed, and the overall stability of the sandwiched coal-rock system can be maintained for a long time.
(3) Dynamic fracture energy can propagate from the residual coal pillars into the surrounding rock strata. The induced damage then appears in the surrounding rock strata. A certain distance of damage occurs when the dynamic fracture energy spreads into the roof strata or floor strata. That is, the rupture of residual coal pillars can lead to failure of the surrounding rock strata. For the interburden rock strata, it can receive the dynamic fracture energy from the upper coal pillar and lower coal pillar. Therefore, the damage may distribute throughout the interburden rock strata when the total maximum distances of the dynamic fracture energy are more than the heights of the interburden rock strata. In this situation, the stability of interburden strata should be paid much more attention in ultra-close multiple seam mining.
Conclusions
In this paper, the sandwiched coal-rock specimen was proposed to investigate the stability of overlapped residual coal pillars and the surrounding rock strata in ultra-close multiple seam mining. A series of uniaxial compression tests were designed and conducted for different kinds of sandwiched coal-rock specimens. The progressive failure characteristics and mechanisms of sandwiched coal-rock specimens were investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The roof strata, upper pillar, interburden strata, lower pillar, and floor strata form a whole bearing system in ultra-close multiple seam mining. The sandwiched coal-rock specimen was firstly proposed to study the stability of overlapped coal pillars and the surrounding rock strata.
(2) The mechanical behavior of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen is mainly divided into four stages during the progressive failure process: Nonlinear growth stage of the bearing capacity, linear growth stage of the bearing capacity, yielding growth stage of the bearing capacity, and weakening stage of the bearing capacity. The response of the electrical resistivity and the evolution of AE energy were in good agreement with the mechanical behaviors at different stages, which can be used to reveal the global failure characteristics of sandwiched coal-rock specimens.
(3) The distribution of AE events and the development of local strain can provide further insight into the local failure characteristics of coal elements or rock elements in sandwiched system. AE events are more likely to generate in coal elements, which can propagate across the coal-rock interfaces and induce the damage of rock elements in a certain area. Similarly, the unbalanced deformation characteristics of coal elements and rock elements were apparently revealed during the progressive failure process of sandwiched coal-rock specimens. The growth rate of local strain on coal elements was much faster than that on rock elements in the initial loading process. A certain recovery of the local strain was observed on the rock elements after the peak stress.
(4) The progressive failure of sandwiched coal-rock specimen was closely associated with the interactions between the coal elements and rock elements. Initial failure usually appeared in the coal elements. In this process, the recovery of the elastic deformation and the output of the strain energy were observed in the rock elements, which can accelerate the rupture of coal elements. In turn, the dynamic fracture energy generated in the rupture process of coal elements can propagate into the rock elements and induce damage of rock elements in a certain area. Consequently, sudden collapse of the sandwiched coal-rock specimen occurred.
(5) The experimental results are helpful for maintaining the long-term stability of sandwiched coal-rock systems in ultra-close multiple seam mining. Overlapped coal pillars should firstly be designed with proper sizes. The backfilling method should be implemented to share the overburdening weight and generate a lateral constraint for the residual coal pillars. Once coal pillars begin to rupture, the pre-cracking technique should be applied to mitigate the propagation of stored strain energy in the surrounding rock strata. Moreover, the interburden rock strata can receive the dynamic fracture energy from the upper coal pillars and lower coal pillars. The stability of interburden rock strata should be given more attention in ultra -close multiple seam mining.
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